are defined thus:
The applicable wave vectors have components:
It is more convenient to work with the real quantities C(k) It is more convenient to work with the real quantities C(k) Generating classical ground states (D = 0) Generating classical ground states (D = 0) Tailoring the structure factor S(k) (D Tailoring the structure factor S(k) (D ≠ ≠ 0) 0)
We utilize the MINOP optimization technique in order to achieve We utilize the MINOP optimization technique in order to achieve sets of
The MINOP Algorithm The MINOP Algorithm † † The algorithm minimizes a real The algorithm minimizes a real--valued function of any number valued function of any number of variables based on user of variables based on user--provided first derivative and function provided first derivative and function information information It applies a dogleg strategy which uses a gradient direction It applies a dogleg strategy which uses a gradient direction when one is far, a quasi when one is far, a quasi--Newton direction when one is close, Newton direction when one is close, and a linear combination of the two when at intermediate and a linear combination of the two when at intermediate distances from a solution distances from a solution Tracking of the potential energy during an application Tracking of the potential energy during an application of the of the MINOP MINOP algorithm to the structure factor algorithm to the structure factor tailoring problem. tailoring problem.
Generating Classical Ground States Generating Classical Ground States
As the number of constrained wave vectors is increased, the As the number of constrained wave vectors is increased, the investigation distinguishes structural regimes as the number of investigation distinguishes structural regimes as the number of wave vectors is increased wave vectors is increased In one and two dimensions, three qualitatively distinct regimes In one and two dimensions, three qualitatively distinct regimes are are observed observed -disordered, intermediate, and crystalline regimes disordered, intermediate, and crystalline regimes In three dimensions, two distinct regimes emerge In three dimensions, two distinct regimes emerge -disordered and disordered and crystalline regimes crystalline regimes
The choice of pair potential can lead to pair correlation The choice of pair potential can lead to pair correlation functions that exhibit an effective hard core and thus, signal t functions that exhibit an effective hard core and thus, signal the he formation of a hard formation of a hard--disk like equilibrium fluid disk like equilibrium fluid Particle patterns that are hyperuniform in nature are generated. Particle patterns that are hyperuniform in nature are generated. This supports the notion that structural glasses can be This supports the notion that structural glasses can be hyperuniform as the temperature T hyperuniform as the temperature T ̶ ̶ > > 0. 0. 
